From Science to Sales
Capabilities to Complement our Partners’ Expertise

Global research and development
- Research sites in Europe, North America and Asia
- Extensive capabilities in both small molecules and biotherapeutics
- Early integration of advanced translational medicine concepts to achieve solid proof-of-clinical-principle
- Development focused on quality, agility and efficiency of delivery to market

Industry-leading clinical trial expertise
- Around 1,300 studies involving over half a million patients\(^1\)
- Global team managing the planning, design and conduct of clinical studies in many indications
- Dedicated Human Pharmacology Center with practical expertise and know-how for optimal execution of early clinical trials
- Significant expertise in large landmark and outcome studies

Global commercial effectiveness
- Effective translation of R&D achievements into market authorization success with 14 product approvals since 2014\(^2\)
- Experienced market access team
- Industry-leading social media and stakeholder engagement presence

Biopharmaceutical production expertise
- More than 35 years’ experience in mammalian and microbial host systems
- Flexible scale cGMP production in multi-product facilities approved by the major authorities
- Provides the entire production technology chain from DNA to fill and finish

Working together for better health

For more information visit: www.boehringer-ingelheim.com
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